Complementary information on bone ultrastructure from scanning small angle X-ray scattering and Fourier-transform infrared microspectroscopy.
Scanning small angle X-ray scattering (scanning SAXS) and Fourier-transform infrared microspectroscopy (FT-IRM) have previously been utilized independently to characterize the structural properties of bone in an anatomical position-resolved fashion. Whereas SAXS provides a direct measure of the physical characteristics of apatitic crystals, FT-IRM assesses structure of both mineral and organic matrix at the molecular level. In the present study both methods were applied to examine the same developing bone tissue from the L-4 vertebra of a 14-month-old (accidental death). A 200-microm-thick section was processed for examination by scanning electron microscopy and SAXS. Spectra were collected at 200 microm spatial resolution at specific locations in cortical and cancellous bone. Parameters determined included total SAXS intensity, crystal thickness (T), and degree and direction of predominant crystal orientation. For FT-IRM analysis, a section 4 microm thick was cut longitudinally from the top of the sample. Spectra of regions 100 x 100 microm2 were acquired from the same locations as the SAXS spectra. Integrated areas of the phosphate nu(1,3) collagen amide I, and carbonate nu2 absorbances, were calculated to obtain mineral: matrix and carbonate:mineral ratios. The relative quantities of types A, B, and labile carbonate (substituted for apatite hydroxyl, phosphate, and surface positions, respectively) were also evaluated. Polarized FT-IRM data were collected to determine molecular orientation of the apatite and collagen components. The results of this study show that the information obtained from the two techniques is complementary. Both SAXS and FT-IRM data revealed that the crystals were significantly larger in the cancellous region compared with the cortical region, that mineralization was greater in the cortex, and that the crystals were oriented to a larger degree in the cancellous compared with the cortical bone. The scanning SAXS measure of crystal thickness was significantly correlated to the FT-IRM measures of crystallinity, type A carbonate substitution, and crystal orientation. In conclusion, it was found that the combined use of SAXS and FT-IRM provides valuable, unique information on structural changes in bone at both the microstructural and ultrastructural level. Although each method can be used individually, the combination of techniques provides additional insights into the mechanism of bone crystal maturation.